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Abstract 

 

Abnormal growth of tissue in the brain which results in tumor in the brain called brain tumor which causes death of human 

being. Hence the early detection of tumor is necessary to survive a human being. An automatic pc oriented diagnosing method 

has designed in order to enhance accuracy of detection and classification of tumor in a brain.  Here we are using PNN classifier 

along with mean shift clustering method for detection and classification of different stages of brain tumor such as Normal, 

Benign stage and malignant stage. PNN (Probabilistic Neural Network) is a learning machine is basically used with an extension 

of various image classifications based on Training and Testing networks. Probabilistic Neural Network results in accurate & fast 

classifying tool for detection and classification of tumor. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Brain tumor is a group that outcome of an irregular & uncontrolled development of cells in the mind. It is danger level relies on 

upon a blend of elements like the kind of tumor, its area, its size and its condition of advancement. Cerebrum tumors can be 

carcinogenic (Malignant) or non-harmful (Kind). Benevolent cerebrum tumors are low grade, non-malignant cerebrum tumors, 

which, become gradually and push aside typical tissue be that as it may, don't attack the encompassing ordinary tissue. They are 

homogeneous, separated, all around characterized and are known as no metastatic tumors, since they don't frame any auxiliary 

tumor. Though, dangerous mind tumors are destructive cerebrum tumors, which become quickly and attack the encompassing 

ordinary tissue. They are heterogeneous; not very much characterized, develops in a complicated way and are known as 

metastatic tumors, since they start development of comparative tumors in far off organs. Threatening mind tumors (or) 

carcinogenic cerebrum tumors can be considered as a part of the most savage sicknesses. Numerous indicative imaging strategies 

can be performed for the early discovery of cerebrum tumors, for example, Computed Tomography (CT), Positron Emission 

Tomography (PET) and Magnetic Reverberation Imaging (MRI). Contrasted with all other imaging procedures, MRI is effective 

in the utilization of mind tumor identification also, recognizable proof, because of the high difference of delicate tissues, high 

spatial determination and since it doesn't create any unsafe radiation, and is a non-intrusive system. In spite of the fact that MRI 

is by all accounts proficient in giving data with respect to the area also, size of tumors, it can't group tumor sorts, consequently 

the utilization of intrusive procedures, for eg, spinal tap &biopsy technique, which are agonizing and tedious techniques . 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

S.V.Shrinivasan proposes a determination and division of cerebrum tumor here this paper utilizes convenient   instrument to 

recognize and portion mind tumor. The general characteristics of picture called dim level co – occurrence lattice highlight , 

spatial element consolidated with discrete that are extricated from MR pictures support svm classifier after grouping pictures are 

subjected to watershed change division to get tumor alone. 

V.P.Gladis Pushpa Rathi implemented HSOM together with wavelets for detection and characterization of brain tumors. In 

our previous paper, we implemented about the combination of accumulating algorithms with marker controlled watershed 

method for the sectoring of brain image slices. 

Roslan has proposed the vigorness and faintness of the 2 distinctive thresholding methods on three diverse classes of MRI 

cerebrum pictures. They are examined on more than ninety components of T1-weighted, T2-weighted and FLAIR MRI pictures. 

Subjective assessments has demonstrated that a  skull stripping utilizing numerical morphology beat locale developing at an 

acknowledgment rate of 95.5%, while quantitative assessment utilizing Area Overlap, False Positive Rate and False Negative 

Rate was created of 96.2, 2.2 and 1.6%, separately.  
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John has presented an effective strategy for cerebrum tumor characterization, where, the genuine Magnetic Resonance (MR) 

pictures were grouped into typical, non harmful brain tumor and carcinogenic (threatening) brain tumor. 

Nalbalwar has proposed the Detection of cerebrum tumor and Classification. This framework utilized PC based strategies to 

distinguish tumor squares and to arrange the sort of tumor utilizing Artificial Neural Network as a part of MRI pictures of 

various patients with astrocytoma kind of brain tumors. The picture handling procedures, for example, histogram leveling, 

picture segmentation, picture improvement and feature extraction have been created for recognition of the mind tumor in the 

MRI pictures of the malignancy Detected patients. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The aim of the project is to identify, segment and classification the tumor region from MR image using bounding box method, 

mean shift clustering method and PNN classifier. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The proposed method consists of 6 stages the first and foremost step is data acquisition where the data is taken to process for 

further process. Second step is image processing where the input data is processed and is converted into gray scale image which 

is used for further process. The tumor is detected by using bounding box and means shift clustering. Here we are using PNN 

classifier in order to distinguish the stage of tumor such as Beginning stage, middle stage and danger stage. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Flow chart of proposed method 

 Clustering Bounding Boxes using Mean Shift 

 Mean Shift Clustering 

This imply shift set of rules is a nonparametric grouping avenue which do not essential prior recognizing of the huge collection 

of groups, and does not restrict the shape of the collection. 

Given n record values “xi, i = 1” having a “d-dimensional” on n space Rd, variant morsel density measures received along 

morsel k(x) & radius of window  h is given by   

 
For axial symmetric morsels, it is enough to define the contour of the kernel k(x) satisfying 

 
Where ck, d is a regulation steady value which conforms K(x) made proportion to 1. The state of the density function are 

placed at the zeros of the function rf(x) = 0. 
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 Probabilistic Neural Network Classification (PNN) 

PNN consisting of group of RBF (Radial Basis Function) system. Major design in the Neural Network having different layers,” 

Input Weights Layer”, “Rule Layer” & “exhibiting layer” referred as Output Layer. Rule layer/ Pattern Layer constitute neural 

usage of a classifier & its exhibitions. The class subordinate PDF (Probability Density Function) is proximate utilizing the 

estimator known as “Parzen estimator”. This decides the PDF after diminishing a anticipated danger as arranging a preparation 

set erroneously. 

V. RESULT AND ITS DISCUSSION 

 
Fig. 2: GUI window for detection and classification 

 
Fig. 3: Shows the loaded database 
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The figure clarifies the data is successfully loaded for our process. Here the data extracted and browsed data should be same 

 
Fig. 4: shows the acquired trained data 

The above figure shows the output of the trained data in the training section the entire image from browsed data base and data 

image is apply to the neural network. 

 
Fig. 5: Shows the whole processed image. 

The above figure shows the whole after processing given image where last window shows the detected and segmented image. 

After segmenting the PNN classifier is used to classify the type of tumor. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Bounding box is unique and quick division procedure which utilizations symmetry is encase of abnormality inside bouncing box 

inside a pivotal mind MR picture. Which utilizes coefficients of Bhattacharya in order to process neighborhood chart likeness 

amongst given and resultant pictures. 

Here we are proposed the Mean shift clustering method along with PNN classifier for efficient classification of brain   tumor 

images. Having these techniques efficient classification of brain tumor method is obtained with highest detection rate simulation 

results using brain tumor database is demonstrated using proposed method. 

 
Fig. 6: Resultant cluster of given input 
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